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the occasion and the taste of his audience required. The
gagaria bhata, who preserved most of these works in the
form of akhyanas, was the greatest sinner in this respect.
The gagaria bhata, or mapa bhata, is peculiar to Gujarata,
and has played a great part in the evolution and preservation
of this class of literature. He is the popular counterpart
of the puranika, who, generally well-read in Samskrta,
recites the Puranas from the original to a select audience
at his own house, or at the house of his patron. The
puranika, more often than not, maintains the dignity
of learning, and enjoys the position of a friend in his
patron's family. But the gagaria bhata is rarely acquainted
with Samskrta; he knows only the akhyanas, or the
Puranic episodes in Gujarat! verse which he has learnt
from his teacher during his apprenticeship. He goes from
place to place with a couple of disciples. His stock-in-trade
is his akhyanas, his tact, and his mana or gagara, a large
copper pot with a narrow neck from which he gets his
name.
Wherever he happpens to be, he opens his session at
night on some temple-door or verandah before a public
square. With his nimble fingers loaded with brass rings,
he starts playing upon the gagara as on a hand-drum,
and makes the pot resound with his skilful raps. The
neighbourhood flocks to hear the katha, as the Puranic
recital is called; the public square in front and the windows
of the surrounding houses are turned into an auditorium
for the occasion. The bhata recites an akhyana; explains
many parts of it; adds a flourish here, a touch there,
to move or tickle the audience; improvises new stories
and introduces lively anecdotes. The audience sits, hour
after hour, absorbed in the recital. The description of
a Puranic incident or character, in the mouth of a com-
petent bhata, assumes a fresh form and contemporary
colour. At an interesting point in the recital the bhata
stops, and wants to know who among his listeners will pro-
vide his next day's dinner; and, unless he is ignorant of
the rudiments of his art, he is sure to receive invita-
tions from more than one hospitable townsman. Having
made sure of the morrow, he proceeds with the katht

